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Abstract
In latent Gaussian trees the pairwise correlation signs between the variables are intrinsically unre-
coverable. Such information is vital since it completely determines the direction in which two variables
are associated. In this work, we resort to information theoretical approaches to achieve two fundamental
goals: First, we quantify the amount of information loss due to unrecoverable sign information. Second,
we show the importance of such information in determining the maximum achievable rate region, in
which the observed output vector can be synthesized, given its probability density function. In partic-
ular, we model the graphical model as a communication channel and propose a new layered encoding
framework to synthesize observed data using upper layer Gaussian inputs and independent Bernoulli cor-
relation sign inputs from each layer. We find the achievable rate region for the rate tuples of multi-layer
latent Gaussian messages to synthesize the desired observables.
1 Introduction
Let X = {X1, X2, ..., Xn} be the n observed variables, while the set of variables Y = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yk} are
hidden to us. The goal of any inference algorithm is to recover the hidden parameters related to those
k hidden nodes (k may be unknown). Consider a special subset of graphical models, known as latent
Gaussian trees, in which the underlying structure is a tree and the joint density of the variables is captured
by a Gaussian density. The Gaussian graphical models are widely studied in the literature because of a
direct correspondence between conditional independence relations occurring in the model with zeros in the
inverse of covariance matrix, known as the concentration matrix.
There are several works such as [1,2] that have proposed efficient algorithms to infer the latent Gaussian
tree parameters. In fact, Choi et al., proposed a new recursive grouping (RG) algorithm along with its
improved version, i.e., Chow-Liu RG (CLRG) algorithm to recover a latent Gaussian tree that is both
structural and risk consistent [1], hence it recovers the correct value for the latent parameters. They
introduced a tree metric as the negative log of the absolute value of pairwise correlations to perform the
algorithm. Also, Shiers et al., in [3], characterized the correlation space of latent Gaussian trees and
showed the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the correlation space represents a particular
latent Gaussian tree. Note that the RG algorithm can be directly related to correlation space of latent
Gaussian trees in a sense that it recursively checks certain constraints on correlations to converge to a
latent tree with true parameters.
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These methods have been shown successful in estimating latent parameters in terms of both compu-
tational complexity and consistency. However, regardless of which inference algorithm is used, complete
inference of the correct correlation signs (sign of edge-weights) from the observed data is impossible in
latent Gaussian trees, since there is an intrinsic singularity issue with such models. It turns out that the
sign singularity in latent Gaussian trees is due to the fact that there models in general are non-identifiable,
whereas, a regular (non-singular) model is defined to be both identifiable and having a positive definite
metric [4, p. 10].
Figure 1: A simple Gaussian tree with a hidden node Y (1)
In this paper, we first resort to information theoretic tools to quantify such information loss in inferred
correlation sign values. As our second step, by modeling the latent Gaussian tree as a multi-layer commu-
nication channel, we propose an encoding scheme to generate the observable vector as an output, using the
latent and sign variables as the inputs to the channel. Such layered approach is efficient in a sense that by
relying on a latent Gaussian tree structure, it uses smaller number of parameters to generate the output
vector. We will discuss such efficiency in more detail in later sections. Lastly, using the quantified sign
information we characterize the achievable rate region of rate tuples for latent sign and latent variables
inputs. To demonstrate our approach, consider a Gaussian tree shown in Figure 1. We may think of this
Gaussian tree as a communication channel, where information flows from a Gaussian source Y (1) ∼ N(0, 1)
through three communication channels pXi|Y (1)(xi|y(1)) with independent additive Gaussian noise vari-
ables Zi ∼ N(0, σ2zi), i ∈ {1, 2, 3} to generate (dependent) outputs with X ∼ N(0,Σx). We introduce
B(1) ∈ {−1, 1} as a binary Bernoulli random variable as another input to the channel, which reflects the
sign information of pairwise correlations. Define ρxiy = E[XiY ] as true correlation values between the
input and each of the three output. For the channel in Figure 1, one may assume that B(1) = 1 to show the
case with ρ′xiy = ρxiy, while B
(1) = −1 captures ρ′′xiy = −ρxiy, where ρ′xiy and ρ′′xiy, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are the
recovered correlation values using certain inference algorithm such as RG [1]. It is easy to see that both
recovered correlation values induce the same covariance matrix Σx, showing the sign singularity issue in
such a latent Gaussian tree. Cuff [5] introduced a memoryless channel synthesis model through which the
output is generated by certain encoding/decoding on channel inputs. Similarly, in this paper we focus on
obtaining achievable rates through which the Gaussian output can be synthesized. More specifically, our
goal is to characterize the achievable rate region and through an encoding scheme to synthesize Gaussian
outputs with density qX(x) using only Gaussian inputs and through a channel with additive Gaussian
noises, where the synthesized joint density qX(x) is indistinguishable from the true output density pX(x)
as measured by total variation metric [5]. In particular, we find a solution for infY˜ I(X; Y˜), where I(X; Y˜)
is the mutual information between the output X and the input vector Y˜ = {Y,B}. This corresponds to
finding the minimum achievable rate to synthesize the Gaussian output. We show that such quantity is
only a function of output joint density. Hence, given output it cannot be further optimized. However, we
show that to obtain the maximum rate region to synthesize the output, one may minimize I(X;Y), which
in turn will be equivalent to maximizing the conditional mutual information I(X;B|Y), hence, showing
the maximum amount of lost sign information. In such settings, we show that the input B and the output
X are independent, by which we provide another reason on why previous learning approaches [1, 3] are
incapable of inferring the sign information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem formulation and models
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the sign singularity problem. Main results of the paper regarding achievable rate region are discussed in
Section 3. We conclude the paper in Section 4.
2 Problem Formulation
2.1 The signal model of a latent Gaussian tree
Here, we suppose a latent graphical model, with Y = [Y1, Y2, ..., Yk]
′ as the set of hidden variables, and
X = [X1, X2, ..., Xn]
′ as the set of observed variables. We also assume that the underlying network structure
is a minimal latent Gaussian tree [1], therefore, making the joint probability P (X,Y ) be a Gaussian joint
density N(µ,Σxy), where the covariance matrix Σxy induces tree structure GT (V,E,W ), where V is the
set of nodes consisting of both vectors X and Y; E is the set of edges; and W is the set of edge-weights
determining the pairwise covariances between any adjacent nodes. In a minimal Gaussian tree we assume all
the hidden variables have at least three neighbors [1], which results in ignoring all those singular cases where
there can be arbitrarily redundant hidden variables added to the model without changing the observed
joint density pX(x). We consider normalized variances for all variables Xi ∈ X, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and
Yj ∈ Y, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}. Such constraints do not affect the channel structure, and hence the independence
relations captured by Σxy. Without loss of generality, we also assume µ = 0, this constraint does not
change the amount of information carried by the observed vector.
Figure 2: A communication system with both sign and latent variables vectors as an input
In order to quantify the amount of lost sign information we model our problem as shown in Figure
2. In fact, we introduce a vector B = {B1, ..., Bm}, with each Bi ∈ {−1, 1} being a binary Bernoulli
random variable with parameter pii = p(Bi = 1) as another input to the channel, which captures the sign
information of pairwise correlations. Assume Y and B as the input vectors, X as the output vector, and
the noisy channel to be characterized by the conditional probability distribution PX|Y,B(x|y,b), the signal
model for such a channel can be written as follows,
X = ABY + Z (1)
where AB is n × k channel gain matrix that also carries the sign information vector B, and Z =
[Z1, ..., Zn]
′ ∼ N(0,Σz) is the additive noise vector, with a diagonal covariance matrix Σz, where the
diagonal entries σ2zi are the variances of Zi.
2.2 Studying the properties of sign information vector B
As an example, consider the channel shown in Figure 1. Given enough samples from each of the outputs
X1, X2, and X3, one can estimate the pairwise correlations ρxixj , i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and use existing learn-
ing algorithms such as RG [1] to solve the corresponding signal model in (1) and to recover the values
corresponding to correlations ρyxi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Hence, we can completely characterize the entries in
the matrix AB (up to sign), and the variances regarding additive Gaussian noise variables Z1, Z2, and
Z3. However, one can only partially infer the sign, by observing the sign values corresponding to each
ρxixj , i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In particular, such an approach leads us into two equivalent cases with sign inputs
b(1) or −b(1), with the latter obtained by flipping the signs of all correlations ρyxi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. From [3],
we know for the channel shown in Figure 1, we should have ρx1x2ρx1x3ρx2x3 > 0. Hence, there are totally
two cases for ρxixj , i 6= j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} based on such constraint; either all of them are positive, or two
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of them are negative and the third one is positive. As a result, one can classify the sign singularity for
the broadcast channel shown in Figure 1 into four groups, each consisting of two instances corresponding
to b(1) or −b(1). For example, suppose we are given enough samples to infer the latent structure shown
in Figure 1, in which all the pairwise correlations ρx1x2 , ρx1x3 , and ρx2x3 are derived as positive values.
However, we cannot further decide on whether all pairwise correlations ρyxi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are positive, or
all of them are negative, i.e., the ambiguity to choose between b(1) or −b(1). Figure 3 shows each group
consisting of two Gaussian trees, in which the inferred correlation signs for ρyxi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are based on
the signs of ρxixj , i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Figure 3: Sign singularity in the star Gaussian tree at each group
Thus one may see that given only the observable vector X, there is not enough information to distinguish
b from −b, hence the correlations sign information is partially lost. In Theorem 1, whose proof can be
found in Appendix A, we characterize the size and dependency relations of sign vectors for any general
minimal latent Gaussian tree.
Theorem 1. (1) The correlation values ρyxi in regard to the outputs Xi that are connected to a single
input, say Y , share an equivalent sign class, i.e., they either all belong to B = b or B = −b.
(2) Given the cardinality of input vector Y = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yk} is k, then there are totally 2k minimal
Gaussian trees with isomorphic structures, but with different correlation signs that induce the same joint
density of the outputs, i.e., equal pX(x).
For example, in a Gaussian tree shown in Figure 1, there is only one hidden node Y (1), and we
already know by previous discussions that there are two latent Gaussian trees with different sign values for
B(1), which induce the same output joint density pX(x). In more general cases the problem of assigning
correlation sign variables is more subtle, where we clarify the approach using two examples, next.
In a Gaussian tree shown in Figure 4a there are two hidden nodes Y1 and Y2. By Theorem 1, we
know that there are 4 Gaussian trees with sign ambiguity. Also, from the first part in Theorem 1 we may
introduce B
(1)
1 to capture the correlation signs ρx1y1 and ρx2y1 , and B
(1)
2 for the correlation signs ρx3y2 and
ρx4y2 . We introduce B12 as the sign of ρy1y2 . Note that the link between the variables Y1 and Y2 are in both
groups with common correlation sign, so we anticipate that B12 should be dependent on both B
(1)
1 and B
(1)
2 .
Since we need to maintain the correlation signs regarding ρxixj , i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4}, hence the product
B
(1)
1 B
(1)
2 B12 should maintain its sign. Thus, we have B12 = B
(1)
1 B
(1)
2 , so B12 is completely determined
given B
(1)
1 and B
(1)
2 . Next, consider the Gaussian tree shown in Figure 4b, in which there are six hidden
inputs. Similar to the previous case, we can show that B
(1)
1 B
(1)
2 = B
(2)
1 B
(2)
2 , B
(1)
3 B
(1)
4 = B
(2)
3 B
(2)
4 , and
B12 = B
(1)
1 B
(2)
1 B
(2)
4 B
(1)
4 . Since there are nine sign values and three equality constraints, we have six free
binary variables to represent all equivalent Gaussian trees under the constraint of sign ambiguity issues.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Two possible cases to demonstrate the dependency relations of sign variables: (a) with two
hidden inputs, and (b) with 4 hidden inputs at two layers
3 Main Results
3.1 Maximum achievable rate region to generate the output X
In [6], a common information of variables in X is defined to be the minimum rate among all possible
sources, through which we can generate the outputs X with joint density pˆX(x) that is asymptotically
close (measured by KL-distance) to the true joint density pX(x). Let us define Y˜ = {Y,B}, then the
formalized problem has the following form:
C(X) = inf
pY˜(y˜)
I(X; Y˜), s.t.,
pX,Y˜(x, y˜) induces a minimal Gaussian tree
Xi ⊥ Xj |Y˜
Σy˜∈Y˜p(x, y˜) = pX(x) (2)
Note that all of the mutual information values should be evaluated under a given Gaussian treeGT (V,E,W ).
However, for simplicity we drop this notation in their expressions. In this setting, by Theorem 2, whose
proof can be found in Appendix B, we show that regardless of the underlying Gaussian tree structure,
there is no room to minimize I(X; Y˜).
Theorem 2. Given pX(x) ∼ N(0,Σx) and the settings in (2), the mutual information I(X; Y˜) is only a
function of Σx and if the observable nodes are only leaf nodes, the mutual information is given by,
I(X; Y˜) =
1
2
log
|Σx|∏n
i=1(1−
ρxixjiρxixki
ρxjixki
)
(3)
where for each Xi, we choose two other nodes Xji, Xki, where all three of them are connected to each other
through YXi (i.e., one of their common ancestors), which is one of the hidden variables adjacent to Xi.
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Remark 1. Intuitively, given Σx and any three outputs that have a common latent variable as their input,
the correlation values between each output and the input is fixed, since varying one correlation results in
varying the other correlations in the same direction, hence making the pairwise correlation between the
other outputs change, which is impossible. Also, as we may observe from Theorem 2, given Xi we may
end up with several options for Xji and Xki. However, it can be shown that in a subspace of correlations
corresponding to latent Gaussian trees [3], all those distinct options result in a same value for the term
ρxixjiρxixki/ρxjixki .
Remark 2. By (1), one may see that changing the sign vector B does not influence the output vector
X, hence we can show that I(X;B) = 0. For example, consider the star model in Figure 1. Since the
input elements Yi ∈ Y have zero means, so the conditional density becomes as pX|B(x|b) ∼ N(0,Σx|b).
By varying Bi ∈ B we are just flipping the conditional density around the origin, which does not change
the corresponding conditional entropy h(X|B), hence making X and B independent. From the equality
I(X; Y˜) = I(X;B) + I(X;Y|B) and above arguments, we know I(X; Y˜) = I(X;Y|B), which explains why
previous learning algorithms have neglected the sign ambiguity carried by the sign vector B by assuming
that the sign information is given and aiming to infer the model.
Remark 3. One may easily deduce the following,
I(X; Y˜) = I(X;Y,B) = I(X;Y) + I(X;B|Y) (4)
The result in Theorem 2 combined with (4), suggests that by minimizing I(X;Y), one may eventually
maximize I(X;B|Y) , i.e., quantifying the maximum amount of information loss on the sign input B.
3.2 Synthesis of the Gaussian output vector X given pX(x)
In this section we provide mathematical formulations to address the following fundamental problem: using
channel inputs Y and B, what are the rate conditions under which we can synthesize the Gaussian channel
output X, with a given pX(x). We propose an encoding scheme, as well as the corresponding bounds on
achievable rate tuples.
Suppose we transmit input messages through N channel uses, in which t ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} denotes the
time index. We define ~Y
(l)
t [i] to be the t-th symbol of the i-th codeword, with i ∈ {1, 2, ...,MY (l)} where
MY (l) = 2
NR
Y (l) is the codebook cardinality, transmitted from the existing kl sources at layer l. Here, we
define the source to be at layer l, if the shortest path from source to output passes through l links. Also, we
assume there are kl sources Y
(l)
j present at the l-th layer, and the channel has L layers. We can similarly
define ~B
(l)
t [k] to be the t-th symbol of the k-th codeword, with k ∈ {1, 2, ...,MB(l)} where MB(l) = 2NRB(l)
is the codebook cardinality, transmitted from the existing kl sources at layer l. For sufficiently large rates
RY = [RY (1) , RY (2) , ..., RY (L) ] and RB = [RB(1) , RB(2) , ..., RB(L) ] and as N grows the output density of
synthesized channel converges to pXN (xN ), i.e., N i.i.d realization of the given output density pX(x). In
other words, the average total variation between the two joint densities vanishes as N grows [5],
lim
N→∞
E||q(x1, ...,xN )−
N∏
t=1
pXt(xt)||TV → 0 (5)
where q(x1, ...,xN ) is the synthesized channel output, and E||.||TV , represents the average total variation.
In this situation, we say that the rates (RY, RB) are achievable [5]. For example, for the channel shown
in Figure 1 we may compute the synthesized output as,
q(x1, ...,xN ) =
1
MB
1
MY
MY∑
i=1
MB∑
k=1
N∏
t=1
pX|Y,B(xt|yt[i]bt[k]) (6)
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where MB = 2
NRB and MY = 2
NRY are the total number of input messages for sources B and Y,
respectively. Also, the distribution pX|Y,B(xt|yt[i]bt[k]) represents each channel use t for corresponding
input messages, and can be computed via signal model in (1).
In the following sections, we provide three case studies through which we obtain achievable rate regions
to synthesize the output statistics pX(x). Here, for simplicity of notation, we drop the symbol index and
use Y
(l)
t and B
(l)
t instead of
~Y
(l)
t [i] and
~B
(l)
t [k], respectively, since they can be understood from the context.
3.2.1 Channel Synthesis for the Star Model
Consider a broadcast channel with Gaussian source Y (1) and sign input B(1), with corresponding output
vector X = [X1, X2, ..., Xn]. This can be modeled as
X1,t
X2,t
...
Xn,t
 =

α1
α2
...
αn
B(1)t Y (1)t +

Z1,t
Z2,t
...
Zn,t
 , t ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} (7)
A special case for such broadcast channel is shown in Figure 1, where the channel has only three outputs
X1, X2, and X3. Due to soft covering lemma and the results in [5] we have the following Theorem, whose
proof can be found in Appendix C.
Theorem 3. For the broadcast channel characterized by (7), the following rates are achievable,
RY (1) +RB(1) ≥ I(X;Y (1), B(1))
RY (1) ≥ I(X;Y (1)) (8)
Note that the sum of the rates RY (1) +RB(1) is lower bounded by I(X;Y
(1), B(1)), which by Theorem 2
is fixed. However, the minimum rate for RY (1) is achieved by minY (1)I(X;Y
(1)). In the following Theorem
we prove that the optimal solution occurs when B(1) is uniformly distributed.
Theorem 4. The optimal solution to the optimization problem pi∗ = argmaxpi1∈[0,1] I(X;B
(1)|Y (1)) is
pi∗ = 1/2.
Proof. The proof relies on the results shown in [7]. One can show that given Y (1) = y, the broadcast model
in (7) becomes a bipolar signaling scheme with S1 = [α1y, α2y, ..., αny]
′ and S2 = −S1. Now, simply by
putting T = −In, where T is an orthonormal matrix and using S2 = TS1, one can map the signals to
each other. Also, we may normalize the noise variances to satisfy all the constraints shown in [7]. This can
be simply done by introducing n× n diagonal matrix M with mii = 1/σzi , through which the new signal
model becomes X′ = MX = MSi + MZ, i ∈ {1, 2}, where Z ′i ∈ Z′ = MZ are noises with unit variance.
Since such model is circular symmetric [7], hence, pi∗ = 1/2.
3.2.2 Channel Synthesis with 4 outputs and 2 inputs
Consider the channel shown in Figure 4a. In this case, we are given two hidden inputs Y
(1)
1 and Y
(1)
2 , and
by previous arguments we know B(1) = {B(1)1 , B(1)2 , B12} with B12 = B(1)1 B(1)2 , completely determined by
B
(1)
1 and B
(1)
2 , which may act independently. We may write,[
Xk,t
Xl,t
]
=
[
αj,k
αj,l
]
B
(1)
j,t Y
(1)
j,t +
[
Zk,t
Zl,t
]
, t ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} (9)
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where for j ∈ {1, 2}, (k, l) ∈ {(1, 2), (3, 4)}, which shows each group of outputs corresponding to each of
the inputs. Here, two inputs Y
(1)
1 and Y
(1)
2 are dependent and their pairwise correlation can be computed
via E[Y
(1)
1 Y
(1)
2 |B(1)] = γ12B12 = γ12B(1)1 B(1)2 , in which γ12 determines the degree of correlation and is
learned by certain inference algorithms, e.g., RG or CLRG [1]. Note that the dependency relation of
symbols Y
(1)
1,t and Y
(1)
2,t follows a Gaussian mixture model, since their covariance is a function of binary
inputs B
(1)
1,t and B
(1)
2,t . But, note that in a given codebook consisting of MY(1) ×MB(1) codewords, for each
realization of b
(1)
3,t = b
(1)
1,tb
(1)
2,t the joint density of Y
(1)
t is Gaussian. Hence, one may divide the codebook C
into two parts Si, i ∈ {1, 2}, in which each part follows a specific Gaussian density with covariance values
E[Y
(1)
k,t Y
(1)
l,t |b(1)] = γ12b(1)1,t b(1)2,t . Note that such sub-block encoding guarantees the independence between
the synthesized output vector and the sign input vector B. The achievable region can be obtained from
(8), and by replacing Y (1) with {Y (1)1 , Y (1)2 } and B(1) with {B(1)1 , B(1)2 }. The achievability of the rates can
be shown using similar steps as taken in the proof of Theorem 3.
In the following Lemma, whose proof can be found in Appendix D, we showed that the optimal solution
(pi∗1, pi∗2) to argmaxpi1,pi2 I(X;B|Y) is at (1/2, 1/2).
Lemma 1. For the channel shown in Figure 4a, we have,
(1) I(X;B|Y) = I(X1, X2;B(1)1 |Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) + I(X3, X4;B(1)2 |Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ).
(2) The optimal solution for the maximization problem argmaxpi1,pi2 I(X;B|Y) happens at pi∗1 = pi∗2 =
1/2.
Intuitively, for the first part in Lemma 1, we may divide the structure shown in Figure 4a into two
substructures each similar to the star topology shown in Figure 1 (but with only two outputs). Hence, we
may use the results in Theorem 4 to prove the second part of the lemma.
3.2.3 Multi-Layered Channel Synthesis
Here, we address those channels with multi-layer inputs. Figure 5 shows the general encoding scheme to be
used to synthesize the output vector. At each layer i, we define Y˜(i) = {Y(i),B(i)} to be the combination
of input vectors. This situation is a little more subtle than the previous single-layered cases, since we need
to be cautious on defining the rate regions.
Figure 5: Multi-layered output synthesis
To clarify, consider the case shown in Figure 4b, in which the Gaussian tree has two layers of in-
puts. Similar as previous cases we may write the encoding scheme, through which we can write the
pairwise covariance between inputs at the first layer as E[Y
(1)
k,t Y
(1)
l,t |B(1)] = γklB(1)k,tB(1)l,t , in which k 6=
l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. By the previous example, we know that the input vector Y(1)t becomes Gaussian for
each realization of B
(1)
t = {b(1)1,t ,b(1)2,t ,b(1)3,t ,b(1)4,t }. Hence, one may divide the codebook C into 24 = 16
parts Si, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 16}, in which each part follows a specific Gaussian density with covariance values
E[Y
(1)
k,t Y
(1)
l,t |b(1)] = γklb(1)k,tb(1)l,t , k 6= l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now, for each subset, at the second layer we are dealing
with the case shown in Figure 4a, which has been resolved. Thus, the lower bound on the possible rates
in the second layer are,
RY(2)|B(1) ≥ I(Y(1);Y(2)|B(1))
RY(2)|B(1) +RB(2)|B(1) ≥ I(Y(1);Y(2),B(2)|B(1)) (10)
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This is due to the fact that we compute subsets of codebook for each realization of B(1). Hence, in general
the output at the l-th layer Y(l) is synthesized by Y(l+1) and B(l+1), which are at layer l + 1. Therefore,
we only need Gaussian sources at the top layer L and Bernoulli sources B(l) for each layer l to gradually
synthesize the output that is close enough to the true observable output, measured by total variation.
4 Conclusion
We studied the sign singularity of current latent Gaussian trees, which results in partially losing the
correlation signs information in the recovered model. We then formulated a Gaussian synthesis problem
through layered forwarding channels to synthesize the observed data. Then we deduced an interesting
conclusion under which maximizing the achievable rate region also resulted in quantifying the maximum
amount of lost information on pairwise correlation signs. Through three different case studies we found the
achievable rate regions to correctly synthesize the Gaussian output, satisfying specific set of constraints. In
the future, we aim to investigate those channels with arbitrary number of layers and having one or several
outputs acting as internal variables for the underlying latent Gaussian tree structure.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
First, let’s prove the first part. Consider the case in Figure 6. The hidden node y, has k observable neighbors
{x1, ..., xk}, while it is connected through two or more edges to other observable nodes {xk+1, ..., xn}. Given
only observable covariance matrix Σx, we can compute the empirical pairwise covariance values, hence all
ρxixj are fixed.
Without loss of generality, suppose we flip the sign of ρx1y. In order to maintain the same covariance
matrix Σx, the sign of all ρxjy, j ∈ {2, ..., k} should be flipped. This is easy to see because for all
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Figure 6: Neighborhood of hidden variable y
j ∈ {2, ..., k}, we know ρx1xj = ρx1yρxjy, is fixed. Also, the sign of all pairwise covariance values between
y and xi, for all i ∈ {k+ 1, ..., n} should be flipped. The same argument as the previous case can be used.
However, in this case, all we know is that odd number of sign-flips for the edge-weights between each y
and xi should happen. Using the above arguments, we can see that all ρxjy for j ∈ {1, ..., k} maintain their
signs, or otherwise all of their signs should be flipped.
For the second part, We inductively show that given a minimal latent tree, with n observable x1, ..., xn
and with k hidden nodes y1, ..., yk, we can find 2
k latent trees with different edge-signs that induce the
same Σx. This is already shown for the star tree shown in Figure 1. Suppose such claim holds for all
Gaussian trees with k′ < k latent nodes. Consider an arbitrary latent tree with k hidden nodes and n
observable. Some of these hidden nodes certainly have leaf observable neighbors, which we group them
together. Now, note that the problem of finding equivalent sign permutations in this tree can be translated
into a problem with smaller tree: Delete all of those leaf observable groups, and treat their hidden parent
yi as their representative. Suppose there are m hidden nodes {y1, ..., ym}, which can represent each of these
groups. This case is illustrated in Figure 7. Note, as depicted by this Figure, the internal observables as
well as those leaf observables directly connected to them remain intact. By replacing all of these groups
with a single node yi, for all i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, we obtain a smaller tree. Now, we can simply assume that
all y1, ..., ym are observable and their pairwise covariance values are determined. Hence, this tree only has
k−m remaining hidden nodes, so due to inductive step it has 2k−m possible equivalent trees with different
edge-signs.
Figure 7: Figure illustrating the inductive proof
All its remaining is to show that by adding back those m groups of observable, we obtain the claimed
result. Add back two groups corresponding to y1 and y2. Now, y1 and y2 can be regarded as hidden nodes,
so now there are k−m+2 hidden nodes, which due to inductive step has 2k−m+2 equivalent representations
of edge-weights. This can be shown up to m− 1-th step by adding back the groups for y1, ..., ym−1 nodes,
and having a size of k−1 nodes, and again due to induction having 2k−1 equivalent sign combinations. By
adding back the m-th group, we can obtain two equivalent classes: b(m) or −b(m), where b(m) shows the
sign value of the m-th group. This is shown in Figure 8 Hence, we obtain 2× 2k−1 = 2k edge-signs.
This completes the proof.
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Figure 8: Obtaining m-th step from m− 1-th step
B Proof of Theorem 2
Let’s first show that the mutual information I(X, Y˜) given Σx is only a function of pairwise correlations
ρxixj , for all xi, xj ∈ X. In a latent Gaussian tree, three cases may happen: The edges can be between two
observable, an observable and a latent node, or between two latent nodes.
(1) xi and xj are either adjacent or they are connected only through several observables. In this case,
since all the pairwise correlations along the path are determined given Σx, so the correlation values are
fixed.
(2) xi and xj are not adjacent and there is at least one hidden node, e.g., y1 connecting them. First,
suppose y1 and xi are adjacent. Since, we assume the tree is minimal, so there should be at least another
observable xk that is connected (but not necessarily adjacent) to y1. Hence, y1 acts as a common ancestor
to xi, xj , and xk. By changing ρxiy1 to another value ρ
′
xiy1 , by equation ρxixj = ρxiy1ρxjy1 we have to
change ρxjy1 to ρ
′
xjy1 =
ρxiy1
ρ′xiy1
ρxjy1 . Similarly, by equality ρxixk = ρxiy1ρxky1 , we know ρ
′
xky1
=
ρxiy1
ρ′xiy1
ρxky1 .
However, by another equality ρxjxk = ρxjy1ρxky1 , we deduce ρ
′
xky1
=
ρxjy1
ρ′xjy1
ρxky1 . The obtained correlation
ρ′xky1 should have the same value in both equations, hence, we deduce the equality
ρxiy1
ρ′xiy1
=
ρxjy1
ρ′xjy1
. On
the other hand, from ρxixj = ρxiy1ρxjy1 , we have
ρxiy1
ρ′xiy1
=
ρ′xjy1
ρxjy1
. By these two equations we may conclude
ρxiy1 = ρ
′
xiy1 , a contradiction. Hence, in this case, given Σx we cannot further vary the edge-weights.
Second, consider the case, where xi is connected to y1 through several observables. Then, instead of xi, we
can simply consider the observable that is adjacent to y1, say, x
′
i and follows the previous steps to obtain
the result. Hence, in general if three nodes are connected to each other through separate paths and have a
common ancestor y1, then the pairwise correlations between the hidden nodes and each of the observables
remain fixed.
(3) Consider two adjacent latent nodes y1 and y2. By minimality assumption and having a tree structure,
we can argue that there are at least two observable for each of the latent nodes that share a common latent
parent. Let’s assign xi and xj to a common ancestor y1 while xk and xk are descendant to y2. Considering
xi, xj , and xk, who share a common parent y1 (xk is connected to y1 through y2), using arguments on case
(2), we conclude that ρxiy1 and ρxjy1 should be fixed. Similarly, we can consider xi, xk, and xl to show
that ρxky1 and ρxly1 are fixed. Now, by considering any observable pair that go through both y1 and y2
the result follows. For example, considering ρxixk = ρxiy1ρy1y2ρxky1 , we can see that since given ρxixk , both
ρxiy1 and ρxky1 are determined, so ρy1y2 should be determined as well. This completes the first part of the
proof.
Second, note that one may easily show that I(X, Y˜) = 1/2 log
|Σx||Σy˜|
|Σxy˜| . Now, since pX,Y˜ induces a
latent Gaussian tree and pY˜ is its marginalized density after summing out the random vector X. By [8],
we know that |ΣX,Y˜| =
∏
(i,j)∈E(1 − ρ2i,j), where ρi,j are the pairwise correlations, between two adjacent
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variables (hidden or observable) in a latent Gaussian tree. Now, since the observables are only leaves, by
summing them out we end with another Gaussian tree consisting of only latent variables. Thus, again by [8]
we know |ΣY˜| =
∏
(i,j)∈Ey(1−ρ2i,j), where E′ is the set of edges in the new Gaussian tree. Observe that all
the common terms of the form (1−ρ2yiyj ), for some (yi, yj) ∈ E will be canceled out with the terms in |ΣY˜|.
Hence, the mutual information has the following form I(X, Y˜) = 1/2 log
|Σ|X∏
(xi,yj)∈E(1−ρ2xiyj )
. Now, to find
each correlation value ρxiyj , for some Xi and Yj , first consider the star model, with one hidden node, and
three leaves, e.g., Figure 1. We can write: ρ2x1y =
ρx1x2ρx1x3
ρx2x3
, ρ2x2y =
ρx1x2ρx2x3
ρx1x3
, and ρ2x3y =
ρx1x3ρx2x3
ρx1x2
.
For a general structure, if we replace 1← i, 2← ji, and 3← ki, we conclude that ρ2xiyj =
ρxixjiρxixki
ρxjixki
, for
any three distinct i, ji and ki. As it may seem, there are many equations for computing ρ
2
xiyj , which all of
these expressions should be equal, i.e., the covariance matrix Σx should be representable by a given latent
tree model.
C Achievability Proof of Theorem 3
The proof relies on the procedure taken in [5]. Note that our encoding scheme should satisfy the following
constraints,
1)XNi ⊥ XNj |Y˜ (i 6= j) 4)|Y (1)| = 2NRY (1)
2)XN ⊥ B(1) 5)|B(1)| = 2NRB(1)
3)XN are i.i.d ∼ PX(x) 6)||qXN−∏Nt=1 PX(xt) ||TV < 
where the first constraint is due to the underlying star model characterized in (7). The second one is
to capture the intrinsic ambiguity of the latent Gaussian tree (i.e., the star model) to capture the sign
information. Condition 3) is due to the assumption of a given Gaussian density PX(x) ∼ N(0,ΣX) for the
output vector. Conditions 4) and 5) are due to corresponding rates for each of the inputs Y (1) and B(1).
And finally, condition 6) is the synthesis requirement to be satisfied.
First, we generate a codebook C of y˜N sequences, with indices y ∈ CY = {1, 2, ..., 2NRY (1)} and b ∈
CB = {1, 2, ..., 2NRB(1)} according to
∏N
t=1 PY˜ (y˜t). We construct the joint density γXN ,Y (1),B(1) as depicted
by Figure 9,
Figure 9: Construction of the joint density γXN ,Y (1),B(1)
The indices y and b are chosen independently and uniformly from the codebook C. As can be seen from
Figure 9, the channel PX|Y˜ is in fact consists of three independent channels PXi|Y˜ , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The joint
density has the following form,
γXN ,Y (1),B(1) =
1
|CY ||CB| [
N∏
t=1
PX(xt|y˜t(y, b))]
Note that γXN ,Y (1),B(1) already satisfies the constraints 1), 4), and 5) by construction. Next, we need
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to show that it satisfies the constraint 6). The marginal density γxN can be deduced by the following,
γxN =
1
|CY ||CB|
∑
y∈CY
∑
b∈CB
[
N∏
t=1
PX(xt|y˜t(y, b))]
We know if RB(1) +RY (1) ≥ I[X; Y˜ ], then by soft covering lemma [5] we have,
lim
n→∞E||γXn −
∏
PX||TV = 0 (11)
which shows that γXN satisfies constraint 6). For simplicity of notations we use
∏
PX instead of
∏N
t=1 PX(xt),
since it can be understood from the context.
Next, let’s show that γXN , nearly satisfies constraints 2) and satisfies 3). We need to show that as N
grows the synthesized density γXN ,B approaches
1
|CB|
∏
PX, in which the latter satisfies both 2) and 3). In
particular, we need to show that the total variation E||γXN ,B(1) −
1
|CB|
∏
PX|| vanishes as N grows. After
taking several algebraic steps similar to the ones in [5], we should equivalently show that the following
term vanishes, as N →∞,
1
|CB|
∑
b∈CB
E||γXN |B(1)=b −
∏
PX||TV (12)
Note that given any fixed b ∈ CB the number of Gaussian codewords is |CY | = 2NRY (1) . Also, one can
check by the signal model defined in (7) that the statistical properties of the output vector X given any
fixed sign value b ∈ CB does not change. Hence, for sufficiently large rates, i.e., RY (1) ≥ I[X;Y (1)], and by
soft covering lemma, the term in the summation in (12) vanishes as N grows. So overall the term shown in
(12) vanishes. This shows that in fact γXN nearly satisfies the constraints 2) and 3). Hence, let’s construct
another distribution using γXN ,Y (1),B(1) . Define,
qXN ,Y (1),B(1) =
1
|CB|(
∏
PX)γY (1)|XN ,B(1)
It is not hard to see that such density satisfies 1)−5). We only need to show that it satisfies 6) as well.
We have,
||qXN −
∏
PX||TV
≤ ||qXN − γXN ||TV + ||γXN −
∏
PX||TV
≤ ||qXN ,Y (1),B(1) − γXN ,Y (1),B(1) ||TV + N (13)
= ||qXN ,B(1) − γXN ,B(1) ||TV + N (14)
= || 1|CB|(
∏
PX)− γXN ,B(1) ||TV + N (15)
where N = ||γXN −
∏
PX||TV . Both terms in (15) vanish as N grows, due to (12) and (11), respectively.
Note that, (13) is due to [5, Lemma V.I]. Also, (14) is due to [5, Lemma V.II], by considering the terms
pXN ,Y (1),B(1) and γXN ,Y (1),B(1) as the outputs of a unique channel specified by γY (1)|XN ,B(1) , with inputs
pXN ,B(1) and γXN ,B(1) , respectively.
Remark 4. For cases other than the broadcast channel, we know by previous discussions that the input
vector Y follows a mixture Gaussian model, hence, the joint density pX,Y becomes a mixture Gaussian as
well. However, similar arguments as in the broadcast channel hold to show the achievable region for such
cases. Only this time the lower bounds on the rates is computed under the mixture Gaussian assumption.
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D Proof of Lemma 1
For the channel shown in Figure 4a, we may write,
I(X;B|Y) = h(X|Y)− h(X|Y,B)
= h(X|Y)− h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 , B(1)1 )
− h(X3, X4|Y (1)2 , B(1)2 ) (16)
= h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 , Y (1)2 ) + h(X3, X4|Y (1)1 , Y (1)2 )
− h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 , B(1)1 )− h(X3, X4|Y (1)2 , B(1)2 ) (17)
= h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) + h(X3, X4|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 )
− h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 , B(1)1 )− h(X3, X4|Y (1)2 , B(1)2 ) (18)
= I(X1, X2;B
(1)
1 |Y (1)1 Y (1)2 )
+ I(X3, X4;B
(1)
2 |Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) (19)
where (16) is due to the stated constraints in (2). Equation (17) results using the chain rule and the
fact that (X1, X2) − Y (1)1 − Y (1)2 − (X3, X4) forms a Markov Chain, hence (X1, X2) is conditionally in-
dependent of (X3, X4) given (Y
(1)
1 , Y
(1)
2 ). Note that due to dependency of B
(1)
1 and B
(1)
2 , we know
h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) 6= h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 ), since the latter ignores such dependency. Hence, to find the op-
timal solution, one may maximize both terms in (19) simultaneously, which by definition is equivalent
to maximizing the sum h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) + h(X3, X4|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ). Considering the first term, we know
h(X1, X2|Y (1)1 Y (1)2 ) =
∑
y
(1)
1 y
(1)
2
p
Y
(1)
1 Y
(1)
2
(y
(1)
1 y
(1)
2 )h(X1, X2|y(1)1 y(1)2 ), and due to [7] we know the maximum
of h(X1, X2|y(1)1 y(1)2 ) happens for uniform conditional density p(x1, x2|y(1)1 y(1)2 ). However, such conditional
PDF can be written as conditional PMF p
B
(1)
1
(b
(1)
1 |b(1)1 .b(1)2 ), which by previous arguments we may conclude
that the optimal solution happens for uniform PMF, which one may easily check that such uniform PMF
will be deduced for (pi1, pi2) = (1/2, 1/2). This completes the proof.
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